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ABSTRACT 

Aim: Image classification includes analyzing and categorizing specific objects over the pictures . Our main 

purpose is to assess the performance of two types of classifiers used in image segmentat ion. The image of every 

location is randomly selected and changed into the bitmap formation to create the test type dataset consisting of 

5 locations from the 400 different satellite images. Total 10 number of iterations computed with400 images 

which were collected from 5 various locations. The images were collected at different views. Materials and 

Methods: The classifiers are making use to segment the remote sensor images using the FFNN framework and 

Random Forest. In this research work, the ORL(Olivetti Research Laboratory) kind image database is used for 

analysis, and the implementation is processed with the assistance of Python programming. Results and 

Discussion:  The outcome of novel FFNN compared with Random Forest, which has an accuracy of 97.15%, is 

compared with the previous classifier accuracy of 93.75%. The two algorithms are statistically satisfied with the 

independent sample t-Test two tailed is 0.008 (𝜶 = 0.001) value (p<0.05) with a confidence level of 95%. 

Conclusion: Based on the outcomes, it is finalized that the suggested novel FFNN framework makes better 

outcomes in the image segmentation system  than the Random Forest classifier. The essential c omputational 

time takes place at a faster stage of 0.5 seconds.KNN classifier is used in the existing research work, with a 

mean value of accuracy rate of 93.75%. ResNet is recommended, which has a mean accuracy value of 97.15%. 

 

Keywords: Image Segmentation, Remote Sensing, novel FFNN,  Random ForestAlgorithm, Computational 

Time. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Image classification is different from 

object prediction in that it works at the 

pixel state for determining the contours of 

the images over an object while doing 

satellite imagery. Those objects are like 

buildings, cars, trees, roads etc. (Gong et 

al. 2014). The applications of this method 

of Aerial imaging are widely spread from 

analyzing traffic to examining 

environmental differences occurring 

because of the global heat (Aber, Marzolff, 

and Ries 2010). Here in remote sensing, 

the calculation occurs in the region of the 

microwave, open to light and infrared rays 

of the electromagnetic spectrum. The 

images from remote sensing are utilized in 

the detection of coastal, geology, or 

formation of the classified maps, 

monitoring of ocean, agriculture cover 

lands etc. (Guo, Goodchild, and Annoni 

2019). The spectral and spatial features of 

the resolution of the picture offer the 

deepest information over the final target. 

Those pictures are mostly utilized in the 

sectors of habitat management, a cover of 
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land mapping etc. The spatial information 

in such an imaging method is limited by 

the number of pixels that are in the 

particular image. The order is utilized to 

bundle pixels present in a picture into one 

of the land cover class (Thenkabail 2018). 

In Last 5 years 2017-2021 the Google 

Scholar has published more than 196 

articles and the IEEE published more than 

200 articles about Remote sensing. 

Remote Sensing (RS) utilizes the energy 

of the electromagnet in the form of heat, 

the waves of radio, and exposure of light 

for calculating and predicting the features 

of the final goal. The aerial and the 

satellite fields are employed in remote 

sensing (Rustamov, Hasanova, and 

Zeynalova 2018). The arrangement 

procedure is used to investigate the 

advanced picture and concentrate data 

from that picture contingent on the 

application. The most common way of 

creating topical guides with subjects like 

vegetation types, land use, and geography 

is called picture order. In remote detecting 

different quality pictures are delivered 

relying on a sort of sensor. Order 

exactness relies upon picture quality 

(Green 2020).(Venu and Appavu 2021; 

Gudipaneni et al. 2020; Sivasamy, 

Venugopal, and Espinoza-González 2020; 

Sathish et al. 2020; Reddy et al. 2020; 

Sathish and Karthick 2020; Benin et al. 

2020; Nalini, Selvaraj, and Kumar 2020) 

The disadvantages of Remote detecting 

satellite pictures are considered as perhaps 

the main datum hotspots for land use 

planning because of their broad geological 

inclusion at a proficient expense while 

giving indispensable data on the world's 

surface (Janssen and Bakker 2000). Land 

use maps are generally delivered in light of 

remote detecting picture arrangement 

draws near. Nonetheless, the precision and 

handling season of land use maps utilizing 

remote detecting pictures is as yet a test to 

the remote detecting local area. To 

comprehend a characterization of satellite 

pictures, the initial step is to perceive the 

items and afterward perceive the 

classification of the scene (Thomas 2018). 

The research gap is mainly due to the fact 

that remote sensing images are a fairly 

expensive method of analysis especially 

when measuring or analyzing smaller 

areas. Remote sensing requires a special 

kind of training to analyze the images. The 

aim of the study involves older 

cartographic techniques,mapping a 

satellite image is the simplest method, but 

the most significant effort is still analyzing 

specific targets in an image, such as trees 

or landmarks. Knowing about the newest 

news about the barriers, as well as 

information about them, is critical. And it's 

for this reason that deep learning models, 

which is the sub topic of machine learning, 

have become so popular. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This research work was performed at Deep 

Learning Laboratory, Saveetha School of 

Engineering, SIMATS (Saveetha Institute 

of Medical and Technical Sciences). The 

proposed work contains two groups such 

as group 1 is taken as FFNN and group 2 

as Random Forest. The FFNN algorithm 

and Random Forest algorithm were 

assessed several times with a sample size 

of 400. After collecting the dataset, 

unwanted contents were removed by pre-

processing and data cleaning stages. 

Afterward, it opens the data sets, and the 

accuracy of both the FFNN algorithm and 

Random Forest structure is evaluated. The 

results were calculated using G* power 

software of version 3 and the minimum 

power of the analysis is fixed as 0.8 and 

https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/fo9E
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/rGb7
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/rGb7
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/63zV
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/9zFyb+MNAHu+Ra0tH+dMoDQ+F1sys+lCYSE+bDyGe+V92xA
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/6LLs
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/RAWi
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the maximum accepted error is fixed as 0.5 

with a threshold value of 0.05% and the 

Confidence Interval is 95%. 

Computational time for this method  is 

very less  as it  takes more pixels for 

calculation. 

 

The ORL type database of satellite images 

is employed in this research task for 

analysis reasons. There are 10 iterations as 

shown in Table 2 and 400 images were 

collected from 5 various locations at 

different views. In the program layout, that 

program is a standard bitmap based format 

consisting of a 4 lines header, and data 

stored in the unsigned char type, providing 

a maximum of 256 gray scale levels or 8-

bit data per pixel, the size of the image is 

set at 92 x 112 pixels (Yin and Ying 

2020). This research process uses Python 

programming for segmenting satellite 

images.  It is one of the most commonly 

used computer-based programming 

languages for image segmentation. Its 

outstanding library functions and tools aid 

to complete the image processing in a 

smooth way. 

 

FFNN:  

Feed-forward neural networks are used to 

learn the relationship between independent 

variables that act as network inputs and 

dependent variables that function as 

network outputs. Input variables are 

commonly observable variables like 

spectral intensities at specific wavelengths, 

and output variables are frequently 

category assignments like the presence or 

absence of organic functional groups in 

molecules using infrared (IR) spectra. 

When a collection of 'training set' samples 

with known spectra and class labels are 

introduced to the network, the network 

weights are changed to minimize the 

disparities between the network outputs 

and the known 'actual' outputs, learning 

occurs. The network can be used to predict 

the class membership of unknown samples 

from their spectra after the weights have 

been changed using the samples in the 

training set. This chapter looks at feed-

forward neural networks from the 

perspective of an applied scientist, with a 

focus on modeling data structures 

encountered in chemical research. A feed-

forward neural network is a classification 

algorithm that is biologically inspired. It is 

made up of a number of basic neuron-like 

processing units that are arranged in 

layers, with each layer's units coupled to 

those in the previous layer. Each link may 

have a different strength or weight, 

therefore they are not equal. The weights 

on these connections represent a network's 

knowledge (Brownlee 2018). 

 

The pseudocode for the novel FFNN 

approach : 

 

Step 1 : Import the data from the required 

library. 

Step 2 : Give directory of the dataset in the 

csv extension file. 

Step 3 : Data as indexes with price 

prediction validation. 

                      i   . Price of the data. 

                      ii  . Data analysis as per the 

dataset. 

                      iii . Plot the graph by using 

Matplot. 

Step 4 : Import MLP models, Library 

Classification. 

Step 5 : Now use model selection for importing, do 

train and test split, use FFNN for the          

importing and Sequential models. 

Step 6 : Give the sample size , the test size 

and train size then fit the train and test. 

Step 7 : Then print the accuracy score and 

https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/KOcr
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/KOcr
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/1t3u
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end the program. 

 

Random Forest algorithm: 

Random Forest is a well-known machine 

learning algorithm that uses the supervised 

learning method. In machine learning, it 

can be utilized for both classification and 

regression issues. It is based on ensemble 

learning, which is a method of integrating 

several classifiers to solve a complex 

problem and increase the model's 

performance. "Random Forest is a 

classifier that contains a number of 

decision trees on various subsets of a given 

dataset and takes the average to enhance 

the predicted accuracy of that dataset," 

according to the name. Instead than relying 

on a single decision tree, the random forest 

collects the forecasts from each tree and 

predicts the final output based on the 

majority votes of predictions (VanderPlas 

2016). The bigger the number of trees in 

the forest, the more accurate it is and the 

problem of overfitting is avoided. Random 

Forest application is that it is most 

commonly utilized in the following four 

sectors, This algorithm is mostly used in 

the banking industry to identify loan risk. 

This method can be used to identify 

disease trends as well as disease risks. 

Using this technique, one can find places 

with comparable land use. This algorithm 

can be used to identify marketing trends. 

The benefits of Random Forests are that it 

can handle both classification and 

regression problems. It can handle huge 

datasets with a lot of dimensionality. It 

improves the model's accuracy and 

eliminates the problem of 

overfitting.Random Forest's Disadvantages 

are despite the fact that random forest can 

be used for both classification and 

regression tasks, it is not better suited to 

regression.  

 

The pseudocode for the Random forest 

classifier : 

 

Step 1 : Import the data from the required 

library. 

Step 2 : Give directory of the dataset in the 

csv extension file. 

Step 3 : Data as indexes with price 

prediction validation. 

                      i   . Price of the data. 

                      ii  . Data analysis as per the 

dataset. 

                      iii . Plot the graph by using 

Matplot. 

Step 4 : Import MLP models, Library 

Classification. 

Step 5 : Now use model selection for 

importing use train and test split, use 

Random Forest for the importing and 

Sequential models. 

Step 6 : Give the sample size , the test size 

and train size then fit the train and test. 

Step 7 : Then print the accuracy score and 

end the program. 

 

Hardware setup references the details and 

system resource settings selected for 

specific devices, the following are 

minimum hardware specifications to 

develop this model. Processor: Intel i5, 

RAM 8GB, 1TB of HDD storage. The 

required software specifications for this 

model are Windows OS, version 10, 

Python programming language version 3 

or above, IDE PyCharm, Jupyter. 

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical software IBM SPSS with the 

standard version 26.0 to find the SD 

(Standard Deviation), mean deviation, 

significance level and also plot the graphs, 

etc. The SPSS software was used in this 

research work for statistical analysis. 

https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/DkK6
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/DkK6
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Group statistics and independent sample 

tests were executed on the experimental 

results and the graph was constructed for 

two graphs with two parameters under the 

concerned study. The independent 

variables are the pixel values and the 

dependent variables are image quality and 

embedding capacity in the study, for 

example, image steganography. 

 

Training type dataset and test type datasets 

are assigned to the database (400 different 

images, photos of 5 locations). One image 

of every location is randomly selected and 

changed into the bitmap formation to 

create the test type dataset consisting of 5 

locations from the 400 different satellite 

images. The training type dataset is created 

by removing the test type dataset images 

from the ORL type database, providing 

400 image data as a whole. Entire images 

are converted to bitmap format once again. 

 

RESULTS 

Both the pseudocodes show how to 

perform the improved segmentation and 

classification of remote sensing images. 

For the given image datasets, the 

suggested algorithm FFNN framework 

will offer more precise results than 

Random Forest. The accuracy rate of novel  

FFNN architecture and the Random Forest 

classifier are described in Table 1. FFNN 

and Random Forest accuracy are 97.15 

percent and 93.75 percent, respectively 

according to the data shown in Table 1. 

These are the datasets which we are going 

to use for the searching of the project title. 

Accuracy of novel FFNN and Random 

Forest are shown in Table 1. The FFNN 

algorithm is 1.55% more accurate than the 

Random Forest algorithm shown in Table 

2. Independent sample T-test is performed 

for the two groups for significance and 

standard error determination. Two Tailed 

Significance value is 0.0001 (p<0.01) and 

it is statistically significant shown in Table 

3. TheBar graph analysis of the novel 

FFNN algorithm and Random Forest 

algorithm is shown in Figure 1. Graphical 

representation shows the mean accuracy of 

96.90% and 93.35% for the proposed 

algorithm FFNN and Random forest 

respectively. X-axis : FFNN vs Random 

Forest, Y-axis : Mean precision ± 1 SD. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Random Forest classifier is used in the 

existing research work, with a mean value 

of accuracy rate of 93.75 percent. FFNN is 

recommended, which has a mean accuracy 

value of 97.15 percent.CNN is one of the 

familiar models that produce a better 

ranking of attributes.  Jonathan Long et al., 

2014 say that CNN is trained based on 

pixel-level in semantic image 

segmentation. Their research work aims to 

design a fully CNN that accepts various 

inputs and generates equivalent size 

outcomes with effective learning and 

inference. Here the authors define and 

elaborate the importance of CNN, its 

application, and make the associations to 

the existing models (Gong et al. 2014). 

Fully connected CNN produces 20% 

associative improvement to 72.2% average 

IU value in 2012. The limitationof this 

article depends on the image information 

by the number of pixels that are present in 

the particular image (Oliva and Hinojosa 

2020). 

 

This research process provides the 

investigational study to assess the 

efficiency of the various ImageNet trained 

FFNN models with many network kinds 

later used as extracting features in the 

proposed model to resolve the image split-

https://arxiv.org/search/cs?searchtype=author&query=Long%2C+J
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/vmdf
https://paperpile.com/c/FIWokV/5L1G
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up process. Computational time for this 

method  is less  as it  takes more pixels for 

calculation. (Deng and Yu 2014). (Gong et 

al. 2014) uses SVM and Random Forest 

classifiers for classifying remote sensing 

images. This new system contains various 

processes like enhancing images, 

segmenting images, choosing training 

data, and classifying data (Dey, Ashour, 

and Borra 2017). MSVM (Multi-class 

SVM) and Random Forest  models classify 

the images into water region 1, soil region 

2, and vegetation region 3 (Sanz 2012). 

FFNN has the advantage of being able to 

train networks with a large number of 

layers (even thousands). 

 

The disadvantage of the Random Forest is 

the accuracy value depends on the data 

quality and the predicting process may be 

very slow. Concurrently, the Random 

Forest also needs extra memory storage to 

keep the total training data and it is more 

costly (Damji et al. 2020). The future 

scope of this technique can be improved in 

the upcoming times by providing another 

classifier to increase the accuracy rate. The 

feature removal process can produce the 

use of a variety of newly created 

techniques. The accurate values of the 

extracted features are more, hence the 

effectiveness of the system improves 

(Jiang, Zhang, and Khosravi 2021). 

 

CONCLUSION 

When compared to Random Forest, the 

suggested FFNN system creates a better 

outcome with an accuracy value rate of 

97.15%. The essential computational time 

takes place in a faster stage of 0.5 

seconds.The segmentation and 

classification of remote sensing images 

makes each and every location to be 

captured.Based on the outcomes, it is 

finalized that the suggested novel FFNN 

framework makes better outcomes in the 

image segmentation system  than the 

Random Forest classifier. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

Table 1: Accuracy of FFNN and Random Forest. The FFNN algorithm is 3.40% more 

accurate than the Random Forest algorithm. The essential computational time takes 

place in a faster stage of 0.5 seconds. 

ITERATION NO. FFNN (%)  

Random Forest (%) 

1 98.93 94.27 

2 98.34 94.19 

3 98.11 94.10 

4 97.55 93.99 

5 97.22 93.88 

6  96.87 93.75 

7 96.43 93.64 

8 96.21 93.48 

9 96.03 93.26 

10 95.77 92.93 

 

Table 2: Group Statistics of FFNN and Random Forest algorithm with the mean value of 

97.15% and 93.75%. 

 
GROUP 

 
N 

 
Mean(%) 

 
Std.Deviation 

 
Std.Error 

Mean 

FFNN 

 

Random Forest 

 

10 
 

10 

 

97.1460 
 

93.7490 

 

1.0703 
 
 0 .42927 

 

0.33846 
 
0.13575 

 

Table 3: Independent sample T-test is performed for the two groups for significance and 

standard     error determination. Two Tailed Significance value is 0.0001 (p<0.01) and it 

is statistically significant. 
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    Assumed 

 
 

 
   Equal    

   variances 

    Not    

    Assumed 

   9.315 18   0.0001   3.39700 .36467 2.63086 4.16314 

    

  9.315 

 

  11.822 

 

  0.0001 

 

  3.39700 

 

.36467 

 

2.60113 

 

4.19287 

 
Fig 1. Bar graph analysis of FFNN algorithm and Random Forest  algorithm. TheBar 

graph analysis of FFNN algorithm and Random Forest algorithm is shown in Fig 1. 

Graphical representation shows the mean accuracy of 97.15% and 93.75% for the 

proposed algorithm FFNN and Random Forest respectively. X-axis : FFNN vs Random 

Forest, Y-axis : Mean precision ± 2 SD.  

 

 

 


